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Abstract 
In this paper we describe idempotent pure regular extensions by inverse semigroups by 
means of quivers and actions of inverse semigroups, generalising the category and action of 
groups approach presented by Margolis and Pin for E-unitary inverse semigroups. 
By making use of these new tools, we can uniformly reprove O’Carroll’s and Billhardt’s 
characterisations of idempotent pure inverse extensions by inverse semigroups as L,- 
semigroups and as inverse subsemigroups of a A-semidirect product of a semilattice by an 
inverse semigroup, respectively. c 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
AMS Classification: 20M 17, 20M 18 
1. Introduction 
Let S be a regular [inverse] semigroup, T an inverse semigroup and 0 : S-s T an 
epimorphism from S onto T. The set K = E( T)d- ’ is called the kernel of 0. Clearly, 
E(S) s K. Since T is inverse, K is a regular subsemigroup of S. In the terminology of 
Pastijn and Petrich [9], S is a regular [inverse] normal extension ofK by T along 71, 
where x:K -+ E(T) is the restriction of 0 to K. For brevity, we will call S a regular 
(inverse) extension of K by T. 
A congruence p on a regular semigroup S is said to be idempotent pure if (a, e) E p 
implies a E E(S), whenever e E E(S) and a E S. It is clear that if S is a regular semigroup 
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with an idempotent pure congruence p such that SJp is inverse then S is a regular 
extension of a band by an inverse semigroup. Conversely, if S is a regular extension of 
a band by an inverse semigroup, then the congruence ps on S induced by 0 is 
idempotent pure and S/p, is inverse. Therefore a regular extension of a band by an 
inverse semigroup will be termed an idempotent pure regular extension by an inverse 
semigroup. 
In particular, an idempotent pure regular extension of an inverse semigroup is an 
inverse semigroup if and only if it is a regular extension of a semilattice by an inverse 
semigroup. In this case, we will call the extension an idempotent pure inverse 
extension by an inverse semigroup. An E-unitary inverse semigroup is an idempotent 
pure inverse extension by a group. 
The idempotent pure inverse extensions by inverse semigroups were described by 
O’Carroll [7] as L,-semigroups, extending McAlister’s description [6] of E-unitary 
inverse semigroups as P-semigroups. His proof is an adaptation of the proof of the 
P-theorem in [6]. 
On the other hand, the idempotent pure inverse extensions of inverse semigroups 
were characterised by Billhardt [2] as inverse subsemigroups of a A-semidirect 
product of a semilattice by an inverse semigroup, extending O’Carroll’s description 
[S] of the E-unitary inverse semigroups as inverse subsemigroups of a semidirect 
product of a semilattice by a group. Billhardt proves his embedding theorem in two 
steps. Firstly, he embeds the idempotent pure inverse extension S by the inverse 
semigroup T into another one constructed from certain subsets of S by means of 
a coset-type multiplication, and then he embeds the latter inverse semigroup into 
a A-semidirect product of a semilattice by T. 
E-unitary inverse semigroups were also characterised by Margolis and Pin in [4] by 
means of connected, idempotent, commutative, inverse categories and groups acting 
on them transitively and without fixed points. In this way, they also obtained new 
proofs for McAlister’s [6] and O’Carroll’s [S] theorems. 
Categories have been used to study various other classes of semigroups with 
success, see for example [l, 3, 11-l 31. 
In this paper we generalise this approach for idempotent pure regular extensions by 
inverse semigroups. In this case the derived category turns out to contain less 
products and more arrows than necessary for our purposes. So the main task is to find 
analogues of categories and group actions that make it possible to generalise Margolis 
and Pin’s results in [4]. Categories will be substituted by quivers and actions of 
groups by partial actions of inverse semigroups. We point out that in some literature 
a quiver is just a category without identities but here this term will be used in a wider 
sense. 
In Section 2, we introduce the notion of a quiver, that of a partial action of an 
inverse semigroup over a quiver and that of a T-quiver. 
In Section 3, it is proved that the semigroup S(g), associated to an idempotent, 
commutative, regular T-quiver ‘6, is an idempotent pure inverse extension by the 
inverse semigroup T. 
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Section 4 deals with the concept of the derived quiver of a homomorphism from 
a regular semigroup onto an inverse semigroup. We show that any idempotent pure 
inverse extension by an inverse semigroup T is up to isomorphism a semigroup S(w), 
for some idempotent, commutative, regular T-quiver %?. 
In Section 5, we prove that such a semigroup S(V) is embeddable into a A-semidirect 
product of the semilattice g of all ideals of V by the inverse semigroup T. 
The last section is devoted to reproving O’Carroll’s &-theorem. We show that S(%?) 
is isomorphic to the L,-semigroup defined by the strict L-triple (T, X, Y), where X is 
the partially ordered set of all y-classes of GF? and Y is a subsemilattice in X isomor- 
phic to E(S(9)). 
2. Quivers 
A quiver V is defined to consist of a set of objects denoted by Obj +? and, for any 
u, v E Obj 9?, a set of arrows from u to v denoted by %?(u, v). As for categories, we 
assume that the set of arrows corresponding to different pairs of objects are disjoint. 
The set Arr %? of all arrows is equipped with a partial binary operation, denoted by 
+ (but not necessarily commutative) which satisfies the following conditions: 
(Ql) ifp E +?(u, v) and q E %?(v, w), for some objects u, v, w, then p + q is deJined and 
belongs to %(u, w); 
(Q2) if p, q, r E Arr %7 and p + q and q + r are dejined then (p + q) + r and 
p + (q + r) are defined and coincide. 
The partial associativity formulated in (Q2) allows us to delete parentheses from 
sums of arrows p + q + r provided p + q and q + r are defined. 
Notice that (Ql) and (42) imply V(u, u) to be a semigroup, for each u E Obj%, 
provided it is non-empty. The subsets ‘Z(u, u), even if empty, will be called the local 
subsemigroups of the quiver. 
The set of arrows of a quiver %? starting (finishing) in an object u of %7 will be denoted 
by w(u, -) (g(- ,4). 
We point out that the term “quiver’ appears in [l] for a category without identities. 
Here it is used in a more general sense since addition of some non-consecutive arrows 
is allowed. 
Let V be a quiver and T an inverse semigroup. We say that T acts partially on 59 if 
a mapping T x Obj %? E+ Obj 97, (a, u) H au, and a partial mapping T x Arr W --+ Arr %7, 
(a, p) --+ up, are given such that, for all a, b E T, u, v E Obj %? and p, q E Arr V, we have 
up E V(au, au), provided that p E 59 (u, v) and up is defined, and 
a(bu) = (ab)u, a(bp) = (ab)p, a(p + 4) = a~ + a9, 
whenever both sides of the equalities are defined. Moreover, if T is a monoid with 
identity 1 then we require for all u E Obj G$ and p E Arr W, that 
lu = u and lp =p. 
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Let % be a quiver and T an inverse semigroup acting partially on $7. Let u0 E Ojb 55’. 
The (partial) action of T on %7 is said to be u,-transitive if Obj Gf? = T 1 uo, and is said 
to be u&njective if, for all a, b E T I, 
au, = bu, implies a = b. 
Notice that u,-transitivity and u,-injectivity imply that the mapping T ’ + Obj%Y, 
a H au0 is a bijection. This allows us to identify the set of objects of $7 with T I, the 
distinguished object being 1. 
From now on, we will assume that T is an inverse monoid acting partially on 
a quiver (6 where T = Obj%‘, under the above conditions. 
We term %? a T-quiver if the following holds: for all a, b, c, d E T, 
(Tl) ifp E ‘#(a, b) and q E V(c, d) then p + q is dejined ifund only ifbc-’ E E(T) and, 
in this case, p + q E V(bc-‘a, bc-‘d); 
(T2) ifp E %?(a, b) then cp is defined ifund only ij’c- ‘cu = a; 
(T3) V(u, -) G a Arr%? and %(- , b) c b Arr%. 
Observe that the requirement on the existence of a sum of arrows in a T-quiver 
is in harmony with that in a quiver. In fact, conditions (Tl) and (T3) together 
imply (Ql) (see Lemma 2.2(a)), and (Tl) implies the existence conditions of 
(Q2). 
On the other hand, it is also interesting to notice that the condition appearing in 
(Tl) defines a relation 5 = {(a, b) : UK ’ E E(T)} on T, which is retlexive and symmet- 
ric but not necessarily transitive. It is transitive if and only if T is E-unitary. 
Throughout the paper, we will often use without reference the following property of 
the <-related elements: if ub- ’ EE(T) then abb’u = ubb’b. For, if abb’ E E(T) then 
&-’ = (&‘)-’ = ha-l, and so abb’u = ubb’ba-‘a = au-‘ab-‘b = ubb’b. 
An arrow p in a quiver 59 is called regular if there exists an arrow p’ such that p + p’ 
and p’ + p are defined in % and p = p + p’ + p. If, moreover, the equality 
p’ = p’ + p + p’ holds, then p’ is said to be an inverse of p. 
The usual argument used with semigroups shows that each regular arrow has an 
inverse. By a regular quiver we mean a quiver where each arrow is regular. Given an 
arrow p we denote its set of inverses by V(p). A n inverse quiver is a quiver where 
each arrow p has a unique inverse, denoted by p. An arrow p is said to be idempotent if 
p + p is defined and p = p + p. We denote the set of idempotent arrows of %? by 
E(Arr %?). 
If every local subsemigroup of a quiver V is commutative (idempotent) then the 
quiver is said to be commutative (idempotent). 
At this point, we present several lemmas that will be used later, in most cases 
without reference. 
We start by noticing that if p E %‘(al, b,), q E %‘(az, b,) and p + q is defined then we 
have blu;’ E E(T) and so blu; lb1 = bIu;‘uz. Furthermore, p + q E %(ful,fbz), 
withf= blu;‘. 
Our first lemma generalises this observation for the sum of n arrows in 97. 
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Lemma 2.1. Let T be an inverse monoid and 5% a T-quiver. Let pi E ~(Ui, bi), for 
i =l, . . . , nandn22,besuchthat,foranyi=1,2,...,n-1,thesumpi+pi+lis 
defined. Then each sum of pl, . . . , p,, obtained by inserting parentheses into 
p1 + ... + pn in a meaningful way exists, and it is independent of the place of the 
parentheses. Moreover, f = b,a,‘b,a;’ . . . b,_,a,’ is an idempotent of T and 
p1+ ... +pnE~(fal,fb,).Also,forunyi=1,...,n-l,wehavefbi=fai+1. 
Proof. The result can easily be proved by induction on n. 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let T be an inverse monoid and W a T-quiver. 
(a) Zf %‘(a, b) # 8 then a9b. 
(b) If p E %‘(a, b) and p’ is an inverse of p then p’ E %‘(b, a). 
(c) Zf p E E(Arr %7x) then p E %?(a, a), for some a E T. 
Proof. (a) Let p E %(a, b). By the first inclusion in (T3), there exist c, d E T and 
q E %?(c, d) such that aq is defined and p = aq. Thus b = ad and so Rb < R,. Similarly, 
R, s Rt,. Hence a9b. 
(b) Letp~~(al,bl)andp’E~(u2,b2)besuchthatp’EI/(p).Thenb,a;‘,bza~’E 
E(T). By Lemma 2.1, it follows that 
p + p’ + p E %‘(bla; ‘bza: ‘al, bla; ’ bza; ‘bl) 
and 
p’ + p + p’ E %‘(b& ‘bla; ‘az, bza; ’ b,a; ‘bz). 
Hence al = bla;‘b,a;‘al and b2 = bza;‘bla;‘bz. Thus, a, = b,allbla;lul and 
bz = alb;‘bla; ‘bz. Hence al I bz and b, I a,. Therefore al = bz. Similarly, we 
prove that a2 = bl. 
(c) Let p E %‘(a, b) be such that p + p exists and p = p + p. Hence ba- ’ E E(T) and 
ba-‘b = ba-‘a, by Lemma 2.1. Also, a = ba-‘a and b = ba-‘b, since p = p + p, 
Hence a = b, as required. 0 
Lemma 2.3. Let T be an inverse monoid and W a T-quiver. Let t E T and p, q E Arr 59. 
(a) If tp and tq are defined then p + q is de$ned ifand only iftp + tq is dejned. In this 
case, t(p + q) is also defined and t(p + q) = tp + tq. 
(b) If tp and p + q [q + p] are defined then t(P + q) [t(q + p)] is also dejked. 
Proof. (a) Let p E %?(a, b) and q E U(c, d) be such that tp and tq are defined. Then 
t- ’ ta = a and t- ’ tc = c. Also, tp E %?(ta, tb) and tq E %?(tc, td). Suppose that p + q is 
defined, i.e. bc-’ EE(T). Then tb(tc)-’ = tbc-‘t-’ is also an idempotent in T. 
Thus, tp + tq is defined. Conversely, if tbc-‘tt’ E E(T) then tt’tbc-‘tt’t 6 E(T). 
By Lemma 2.2, we have a.%!b and so b = ax, for some x E T. Thus 
t-‘tb = t-‘tax = ax = b. Hence bc-’ = t-‘tbc-’ = t-‘tbc-‘t-‘t E E(T) and p + q 
is defined. Furthermore, if p + q is defined then p + q E W(bc- ‘a, - ) and we have 
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t-‘t(bc-‘a) = bc-’ a. Thus t(p + 4) is also defined and, by the definition of the action, 
t(P + 4) = tp + tq. 
(b) Let p E %(a, b) and q E U(c, d). Suppose that tp and p + q are defined. Then 
t-‘&J = a, bc-’ E E(T) and p + q E V(bc-‘a, bc- ‘d). Since aB?b by Lemma 2.2(a), we 
havet-‘tb = b. Hencet-‘tbc-‘a = bc-’ a. Thus t(~ + q) is defined. Now consider the 
case when tp and q + p are defined. Then t- ’ ta = a, da- ’ E E( T ) and 
q + p E %?(du-‘c, da-‘b). Since da -I = add’ we obtain t-‘tdu-‘c = da-‘c and so 
t(q + p) is also defined. 0 
In the next lemma, we present some characterisations of inverse T-quivers. 
Proposition 2.4. Let T be an inverse monoid and V a regular T-quiver. The following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(1) % is an inverse T-quiver; 
(2) %? is locally inverse, i.e. %?(a, a) is an inverse semigroup, for all a E T; 
(3) E(W(u, a)) is a semiluttice, for all a E T; 
(4) E(Arr 59) is a partial semilattice, i.e. for every p, q E E(Arr U), if p + q is defined 
then q + p is also defined and they are equal. 
Proof. (1) * (2): Suppose that %? is inverse and let a E T and p E %?(a, a). Then p has 
a unique inverse ji and, by Lemma 2.2, we have p E %?(a, a). Thus %?(a, a) is an inverse 
semigroup. 
(2) o (3): This is obvious. 
(3) * (1): Let p E %‘(a, b) and q, q’ E V(p). Then q, q’ E W(b, a). Now, both p + q and 
p f q’ are idempotents in @(a, a) and, by (3), p + q + p + q’ = p + q’ + p + q. Hence 
p + q’ = p + q. Similarly, q’ + p = q + p. Thus q = q + p + q = q’ + p + q = 
q’ + p + q’ = q’, whence V is inverse. 
(4) + (3): This is obvious, too. 
It remains to prove that (3) * (4). Let p, q E E(Arr G??). By Lemma 2.2, there exist 
a, b E T such that p E %?(a, a) and q E %(b, b). Suppose that p + q exists, i.e. 
ab-’ E E(T). Then ha- ’ = ah- ’ E E(T) and so p + q is also defined. 
Now, p + q E: %‘(ba-‘a, ba-’ b) and q + p~%?(ubb’b,ubb’u). By Lemma 2.1, we 
have ubb’u = ubblb and so both p + q and q + p belong to the same local subsemi- 
group, namely %‘(ub- ‘a, ah- ‘a). 
Next, let r E V(p + q). Then r E ‘%‘(ubb’u, ubb’ a), by Lemma 2.2. Notice that q + r 
is defined and is also in %(ab- ‘u, ubb’u), since b(abb’u)-’ = baa’. Similarly, r + p 
is defined and lies in V?(ubb’u, ub- ‘a). Hence, q + r + p also exists. Now it is easy to 
check that p + q E V(q + r + p). On the other hand, q + r + p is an idempotent in 
%?(ub- ‘a, ub- ‘a). Therefore, since by (3) and (2) this local subsemigroup is inverse, 
p + q is an idempotent. 
Similarly, we prove that q + p is also idempotent. Then it is a routine matter to 
show that p + q and q + p are mutually inverse, and finally their equality follows as 
required. 0 
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Corollary 2.5. Let T he an inverse monoid and %? a regular T-quiver. Zf ?Z is com- 
mutative then % is inverse. 
Proof. Since %Y is commutative, E(Arr %) is a partial semilattice and the result follows 
from Proposition 2.4. 0 
Lemma 2.6. Let T be an inverse monoid and %? an idempotent regular T-quiver. Let 
p, q E Arr % be such that p + q is defined. Let p’ E V(p) and q’ E V(q). Then q’ + p’ is 
defined and q’ + p’ E V(p + q). 
In particular, if%? is also commutative then we have q + ji = p. 
Proof. Let p E ‘e(a, 6) and 4 E %(c, d). Let p’ E V(p) and 4’ E V(q). Then p’ E %(b, a) 
and q’ E %‘(d, c). Suppose that p + q is defined, i.e. bc-’ E E(T). Then ebb’ E E(T) 
and so 4’ + p’ is also defined. Now, 4 + 4’ E %?(c, c) and p’ + p E %Y(b, b) thus 
(q + q’) + (p’ + p) exists and belongs to V(cbb’c, cbb’b). By Lemma 2.1, we have, 
cb -‘c = cb- ‘b. Hence, as W is idempotent, q + q’ + p’ + p is an idempotent. Now 
q’+p’+p+q+q’+p’=q’+q+q’+p’+p+q+q’+p’+p+p’ 
= q’ + q + q’ + p’ + p + p’ 
= q’ + p’. 
Similarly, we prove that 
p+q=p+q+q’+p’+p+q. 
Thus, q’ + p’ E V(p + q). 
In particular, if % is commutative then, by Corollary 2.5, it is also inverse and so 
q+p=p+q, 
as required. 0 
Lemma 2.7. Let T be an inverse monoid and %? a regular T-quiver. Let p E Arr 92 and 
t E T be such that tp is dejned. Then, for every p’ E V(p), the arrow tp’ is defined and 
tp’ E V(tp). 
Proof. Let p E %(a, b). Suppose that tp is defined. Then a = t- ‘ta. Now, if p’ E V(p) 
then p’ E %‘(b, a). By Lemma 2.2(a), we have aB?b, whence b = ax, for some x E T. Thus 
b = t- ‘tb, and so tp’ is also defined. From Lemma 2.3(a), it follows that tp’ E V(tp), as 
required. 0 
Lemma 2.8. Let T be an inverse monoid and 59 a T-quiver. 
(a) Let p E %(a, b), for some a, b E Obj 97, and e E E( T ) be such that ea = a. Then ep is 
defined and ep = p. 
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(b) If t E T and p E Arr %? are such that tp is dejined then t - 'tp is also de$ned and 
p = tC’tp. 
Proof. (a) By (T2), ep is defined. Now, by condition (T3), there exists q E U(c, d), for 
some objects c and d, such that p = uq. Then ep = e(aq) = (ea)q = aq = p. 
(b) This is immediate by (T2) and (a). 0 
Next we introduce Green relation 2 on a quiver, and present a main property of it 
on an idempotent, commutative, regular T-quiver. 
Let %? be a quiver. For notational convenience, let us introduce %?‘O as follows. Let 
Obj ‘22’ = Obj V? and %“(a, b) = V(u, b), for every u, b E T with a # b. Moreover, let 
%“(a, a) = %‘(a, a) u {O,}, for every a E T and extend the partial operation on Arr %? to 
Arr go in such a way that 0, + p = p and q + 0, = q, for every p E %?‘(a, 6) and 
q E %“(c, a), with a, b, c E T. We define the Green relation f on V as usual with 
semigroups. 
Let p, q E Arr 97. We say that (p, q) E $ if there exist arrows r, s, rl, s1 in Arr V” such 
that r + q, q + s, rl + p and p + s1 are defined and also p = r + q + s and 
q = rl + p + sl. 
For regular T-quivers, we shall see in Section 5, that f is an equivalence relation. 
Notice that Green relations 9 and P can be introduced analogously, they commute 
and, for regular T-quivers, they are equivalence relations, making it possible to 
introduce also the Green relation 9. 
Proposition 2.9. Let %? be an idempotent, commututive, regular T-quiver. Let p, q E %?(a, b), 
for some a, b E Obj +Z. Then, (p, q) E ,a if and only $‘p = q. 
Proof. Firstly, we prove the special case that if p, q E %?(a, a) and (p, q) E f then p = q. 
Let p, q E %?(a, a) and r E %(c, d), s E V(x, y) be such that r + q and q + s are defined 
and p = r + q + s. Then dn- I, ax-’ E E(T) and p E V(daP’ax-‘c, da-‘ax-‘y). Hence 
a = da-‘axP’ c = da-‘ux-‘y. 
This implies aa- ’ I da- ‘, ax -’ in E(T) and, since the reverse inequalities clearly 
hold, we obtain 
au-’ = da-’ = ax-’ and u = auP1c = uu-‘y. 
Therefore ay-’ EE(T) and CUE’ = cc-‘au-’ E E(T ). Now, by Corollary 2.5, the 
T-quiver V is inverse and, by Lemma 2.2, we have SE %?(y, x) and FE %?(d, c). Thus 
p + Sand 7 + p are defined. Since %? is also idempotent, p and q are idempotents and, 
by Lemma 2.6, we have p = S + q + F. Thus 
p=p+p+p=(p+5)+q+((u+p). 
By definition, p + SE %‘(uy-‘a, aye lx). However, we have 
aa-’ = aa-'ya-'=aa-lay--'=ay-', 
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whence a = ay-‘a and ay-‘x = aa-‘x = ax-lx. Again, since au-’ = ax-l, we ob- 
tain a = ax -‘a, and so a = ax-la = ax-lx = ay-‘x. Thus we have shown that 
p + SE %?(a, a). A similar argument shows that F + p is also in @?(a, a). 
Hence p < q in the semilattice %‘(a, a). Similarly, we can prove that q I p, and so 
P = 4. 
- - 
Secondly, let p, q E %?(a, b) be such that (p, q) E$. Then p, q E W(b, a) and 
p + p, q + cj E %‘(a, a). Clearly, (p + j?, q + 4) E 8, since (p, q) E 9. Thus p + p = 
q + 4. On the other hand, 4 + q, 4 + p E ‘Z(b, b) and (4 + q, 4 + p) E f. In fact, 
q+q=tj+q+q+q=q+p+p+q 
and 
q+p=q+q+q+p. 
Thus, we have 4 + q = 4 + p. Hence p = p + j! + p = q + 4 + p = q + 4 + q = q, as 
required. 0 
3. The semigroup S(q) 
Let T be an inverse monoid and %? a T-quiver. We define 
S(V) = {(p, a): a E T and p E %‘(aa-‘, a)} 
with the multiplication given by 
(P, a)(q, b) = (a(a- ‘P + q), a@. 
It is easy to verify that this operation is well defined. 
Notice that if T is a group, then S(V) is exactly the semigroup Ci defined in [4]. 
We will show that if $9 is regular (inverse) then S(g) is a regular (inverse) semigroup. 
Lemma 3.1. Let T he an inverse monoid and V a regular T-quiver. Then S(V) is 
a semigroup. 
Proof. Let (p, a), (q, b), (r, c) E S(%‘). Then 
((p, a)(q, h)) (r, c) = @(a- ‘P + 41, 4(r, 4 
= (ab(b-‘a-’ (a(a- ‘P + 4)) + r), abc) 
= (a&b-‘(a-‘p + q) + r), abc) 
and write A = ah@-‘(a-‘~ + q) + r). Now, 
(p, a)((q, @(r, c)) = (P, a)@@- ‘4 + 4, hc) 
= (a(a-‘p + h(b-‘q + r)), abc) 
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and write B = a@-‘p + b(b- ‘q + r)). Notice that both arrows A and B belong to 
%(abcc-‘b-la-‘, abc), and so u-l A and a-‘B are defined. Also, ~(a-‘A) = A and 
~(a- ‘B) = B. Th us, we aim to show that a- ‘A = cl- ‘B. Let q’ E V(q). Then, 
u~‘A =a-‘(ub(b-‘(a-‘p + q) + r)) = b(h-‘(u-‘p + q) + r) 
= b(b-‘(a-‘p + q + q’ + q) + r) 
= b(b-‘(a-‘p + q + q’) + b-‘q + r) 
= b(b-‘(C’p + q + q’) + bK’b(b- ‘q + r)) 
= bb-‘(C’p + q + q’) + bb-‘h(bK’q + r) 
= (a-‘p + q + q’) + b(h-‘q + r) 
= (C’p + bbK’(q + 4’)) + b(bK’q + r) 
=a -‘p + (hbK’(q + q’) + b(b-‘q + r)) 
=u -‘p + b(b-‘(q + q’) + bK’q + r) 
=u -‘p + b(bKlq + r) 
=a _‘B. 
Therefore, S(V) is a semigroup. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Let T be an inverse monoid and W a regular T-quiver. Let (p, a) E S(%‘). 
Then 
V((P, u)) = {(u- lP’> a-‘):p’ E V(P)}. 
Proof. Let (p, a) E S(V). Then p E %‘(~a-‘, a). If p’ E V(p) then p’ E %(a, au- ‘), and so 
a- ‘p’ exists and belongs to V(u- ‘u, u- ‘). Thus (up ‘p’, a- ‘) E S(V). 
Now, 
(P, u)(u_‘p’, u-l )(p, a) = (u(u_ lp + a-‘(au-‘p’ + p)), au- ‘a) 
= (u(K lp + C’(p’ + p)), a) 
=(a(a-‘p),a) 
= (P, a), 
and similarly 
(u_‘p’, u-l )(p, u)(u_‘p’, a-‘) = (u- lp’, a- ‘). 
Thus (a- ‘p’, a- ‘) E V((p, u)). 
Conversely, let (q, b) E V((p, u)). Then 
(P, u) = (P, u)(q, b)(p, u) and (q, b) = (4, b)(p, u)(q, b), 
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i.e. 
(p, a) =(~(a~’ +b(b-‘q +p)), ubu) and (q, b) = (b(b-‘q +a(~-‘p + q)), bab). 
Thus b = a- ‘. Therefore. 
p = ~(a-‘p + b(b-‘q + p)) = ~(a-lp + a-‘(uq + p)) 
=ua-‘p+uu-‘(uq+p)=p+uq+p 
and 
uq = u(b(b-‘q + ~(a-‘p + 4))) = a(u-‘(uq + ~(a-‘p + 4))) 
=uq+u(u-‘p+q)=uq+p+uq. 
Hence uq E V(p). Also, q = a- ’ (uq) and so (q, b) = (a- ’ (uq), a- ‘) with uq E V(p), as 
required. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Let T be an inverse monoid and 97 a regular (inverse) T-quiver. Then S(g) 
is a regular (inverse) semigroup. Moreover, 
E(S(%‘)) = ((p, e): e E E(T) and p E E(%(e, e))} 
Proof. The regular case follows from the previous two lemmas. When %? is inverse, 
each arrow p has a unique inverse, and so S(q) is inverse. 
Now, let (p, e) E E(S(V)). Then p E %?(ee-‘, e) and (p, e) = (e(e- ‘p + p), e’). Thus 
e = e2, p E %‘(e, e) and ep = p. Also 
p = e(e-‘p + p) = e(ep + p) = e(p + p) = ep + ep = p + p. 
Therefore, p E E(%?(e, e)). The converse is clear. 0 
We now define a binary relation 6 on the semigroup S(q) as follows: 
(p, u)6(q, 6) if and only if a = b. 
The relation 6 is clearly a congruence on S(q). 
Therefore, we have an epimorphism from S(V) onto S(V)/6 and an embedding from 
S(V)/6 into T. Thus the regular semigroup S(q) is an extension by an inverse 
subsemigroup U of T. In particular, if Q? is idempotent then this extension is 
idempotent pure, since for any idempotent e E E(T), the b-class of (p, e) E S(V) is 
isomorphic to the local subsemigroup (a band) V(e, e) of %7. When %? is also com- 
mutative, then each V(e, e) is a semilattice. Hence, in this case, S(w) is an idempotent 
pure inverse extension by an inverse semigroup isomorphic to an inverse subsemi- 
group of T. 
Now, we may state the main result of this section. 
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Proposition 3.4. Let T be an inverse monoid and %? a regular (inverse) T-quiver. Then 
S(g) is a regular (inverse) semigroup, which is an extension by an inverse semigroup. 
Moreover, if %? is also idempotent (and commutative) then S(%‘) is an idempotent pure 
regular (inverse) extension by an inverse semigroup. 
The next section will be devoted to proving that any regular semigroup which is an 
extension by an inverse semigroup is, up to isomorphism, a semigroup S(%‘). 
4. The derived quiver 
Let S be a regular semigroup and T an inverse semigroup. Let p : S-t, T be an 
epimorphism and denote by ti the image of m E S under p. 
Extending the concept of a derived category of p [4], we define the derived quiver 
9 of p. The objects of the derived quiver are the elements of T ’ and, for any u, v E T ‘, 
the set of arrows from u to v consists of all triples (u, m, v), where m E S is such that 
- -- 
ufi=vandu-‘u=mm l. Notice that, since S is regular and T is inverse, for m E: S we 
have rCi_ ’ = mm’, for any m’ E V(m). 
The partial operation + on Arr 3 is defined as follows: for any arrows (u, m v) and 
(x, n, y) of 9, (u, m, v) + (x, n, y) is defined if and only if vx- ’ E E(T ‘), and in this case, 
(u,m,v)+(x,n,y)=(vx-‘u,mn,vx-’ y). We should notice that if T is not a monoid 
then S is not a monoid either. In this case, for any u E T, we have 
9(1, u) = 9(u, 1) = 9(1, 1) = 8. Therefore, whether T is a monoid or not, given any 
two arrows (u, m, v) and (x, n, y) of 9, (u, m, v) + (x, n, y) exists if and only if 
vx-1 E E(T). 
Lemma 4.1. 9 is a regular quiver. 
Proof. First we prove that the (partial) operation is well defined. Let (u, m, v) 
(x, n, y) E Arr 9 and suppose that vx- l E E(T ). Then VX-~V = vx- lx. Now, it is easy 
to check that (vx- lu, mn, vx- ’ y) is an arrow of 9. 
To prove that condition (Ql) of the definition of a quiver holds, notice that if 
(u, m, v) is an arrow of 3 then (u, v) E 9. To verify condition (Q2), i.e. the associativity 
of the operation is a routine matter. 
Finally, let (u, m, v) be an arrow of g. If m’ E V(m) then one can easily show that 
(v, m’, u) is also an arrow of 9 and (v, m’, u) E V((u, m, v)). Thus, 9 is a regular quiver, 
as required. 0 
Our next step is to define a (partial) action of the monoid T ’ on the quiver 9. The 
action of T ’ on the set of objects of B, namely on T ‘, 1s given by the multiplication in 
T ‘. The partial action of T ’ over the set of arrows of 9 is defined as follows: for any 
arrow (u, m, v) and t E T I, there exists t(u, m, v) if and only if t- ‘tu = u, and in this 
case, t(u, m, v) = (tu, m, tv). It is easy to verify that in such a way, we indeed defined 
a (partial) action of T ’ on 9. 
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In the derived quiver 9 we fix the object 1 as a distinguished object. Clearly, the 
action of T ’ on 9 is l-transitive and 1-injective. 
Lemma 4.2. 9 is a T ‘-quiver. 
Proof. To show that 9 is a T l-quiver it remains to prove that, for any arrow 
p = (u, m, u), we have p E u Arr 9n v Arr 9. Clearly, there exists up ‘p and 
p = u(u-‘p). Also, as (u,u) E 92, we have u = VV~~U, and so v-‘p is defined and 
p = u(C’p). 0 
The next proposition summarizes the preceding results. 
Proposition 4.3. For every regular semigroup S and every epimorphism p : S+, T onto an 
inverse semigroup T, the derived quiver of p is a regular T l-quiver. 
Now we discuss the nature of the local subsemigroups of the derived quiver 9. 
Lemma 4.4. Under the conditions of Proposition 4.3, for any u E Obj 9, 
9(u, u) = {(u, m, u): m E S and u-iu = Iri}. 
Moreover, 9(u, u) is isomorphic to (u-‘u)p-‘. 
Proof. Let (u, m, u) E 9(u, u). Then, ufi = u and u- ‘u = tifi- ‘. Hence 
u-l u = n-1 uti = mm-‘m = fi. 
Conversely, suppose that uplu = Gi. Then u-lu = ti-’ and so tifi-’ = u-lu and 
uti = u. Hence (u, m, u) E 2(u, u). On the other hand, it is easy to check that the law 
(u, m, u) H m defines an isomorphism from 9(u, u) onto (up ‘u)p- ‘, as required. 0 
The next corollary follows from the last two results. 
Corollary 4.5. Let S be a regular semigroup which is an idempotent pure extension by an 
inverse semigroup T. Then the associated derived quiver 9 is an idempotent, regular 
T l-quiver. Besides, tf S is inverse then 9 is also commutative. 
Proof. Let p:S+ T be an idempotent pure epimorphism. By Proposition 4.3, the 
derived quiver of p is a regular T l-quiver. 
Let uEObjg=T’. Then either ~(u,u)=@ or UET. If UET then 9(u,u) is 
isomorphic to (u-‘u)p-‘, and this is a band since p is idempotent pure. Therefore 9 is 
idempotent. Besides, if S is inverse then (u- ‘u)p -’ is a semilattice, and so 9 is also 
commutative, as required. 0 
Next we can describe any regular extension by an inverse semigroup. 
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Proposition 4.6. Let S be a regular semigroup. If S is an extension by an inverse 
semigroup, then S is isomorphic to the regular semigroup S(9) of the derived quiver. 
Proof. Let S be a regular extension by an inverse semigroup T. Let p : S-W T be the 
associated epimorphism. By Proposition 4.3, the derived quiver 9 of p is a regular 
T l-quiver. Hence by Lemma 3.3, the semigroup S(9) is regular. 
Let 0 : S -+ S(9) be the mapping defined by m F+ ((mm- ‘, m, m), m). Clearly 8 is well 
defined and it is injective. 
To show that 0 is onto, let (p, u) E S(9). Then p = (UC ‘, m, u), for some m E S such 
that 
uu-‘m=u and uu-l = KU?-‘. 
Thus u = fi and so m0 = (p, u). 
It remains to prove that 0 is a morphism. Let m, n E S. Then 
- 
(mn) 8 = ((FEEiF- I, mn, FE), mn) 
and 
m%ntI = ((mm-‘, m, m), m)((nnP ‘, n, ii), ii) 
= (m((K ‘, m, m-‘m) + (nn ‘, n, ii)), ViR). 
Now, it is easy to verify that (mn)O = mOn0, and so 9 is an isomorphism, as required. 
0 
Combining the main results of the last two sections, we obtain a structure theorem 
for regular extensions by inverse semigroups. 
Theorem 4.7. (a) A regular semigroup S is an (idempotent pure) extension by an inverse 
semigroup if and only ifit is isomorphic to the semigroup S(V) of an (idempotent) regular 
T-quiver V?, where T is an inverse monoid. 
(b) An inverse semigroup S is an idempotent pure extension by an inverse semigroup 
if and only if it is isomorphic to the semigroup S(g) of an idempotent, commutative, 
regular T-quiver G9, where T is an inverse monoid. 
Proof. The general case follows from Propositions 4.3, 4.6 and 3.4, and to obtain 
the idempotent case we also apply Corollary 4.5. 0 
Notice that when S is regular and p : S --w T is an epimorphism from S onto T, then 
the derived quiver 9 is such that, for all u E T, 
3(u, uu-‘) # 8. 
In fact, if m E S is such that u = ti, then (u, m’, UC’) with m’ E V(m) is an arrow in 9. 
We say that a T-quiver 97 with T an inverse monoid is weakly connected if 
V(u, UK’) # 0, for any u E T\(l). We may have V(1, 1) = 0. 
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Remark. In Theorem 4.7, the T-quiver can be required to be weakly connected. This 
observation will be of special interest in Section 6. 
5. The A-semidirect product of a semilattice by an inverse semigroup 
Let K be a semigroup. A semigroup T acts (on the left) on K if, for every t E T, there 
exists a map t : K -+ K, a H ta satisfying the following conditions: for all a, b E K and 
t, u E T, 
t(ab) = ta’tb and (tu)a = t(ua). 
If T is a monoid with identity 1, we also require la = a, for any a E K. 
Let K be a semigroup and T an inverse semigroup acting on K. On the set 
{(a, t) E K x T: a = tt-‘a} 
we define a multiplication as follows: for all (a, t) and (b, u), 
(a, t)(b, u) = (tu(tu)-‘a. tb, tu). 
We obtain a semigroup, denoted by K *A T and called the bsemidirect product of K by 
T. This alternative semidirect product was introduced by Billhardt in [Z]. 
It is worth mentioning that if K is regular (inverse) then K*l T is also regular 
(inverse). For it is easy to check that if (a, t) E K x T and a’ E V(a) then 
(t-la’, t- ‘) E V((a, t)). Notice that when T is a group, then the I-semidirect product 
K *1 T is exactly the usual semidirect product K * T. 
In this section, we aim to prove that given an inverse monoid T and an idempotent 
and commutative regular T-quiver %?, the associated inverse semigroup S(V) is 
embeddable into a A-semidirect product of a semilattice by an inverse semigroup. 
Let 9? be a T-quiver. Let I be a (possibly empty) subset of Arr $9. We say that I is an 
ideal of% if, for all p E I and q, r E Arr V such that p + q and r + p exist, then p + q 
and r + p, respectively, belong to I. Obviously, the intersection of any set of ideals of 
V is an ideal. This allows us to define the principal ideal I(p) generated by p E Arr %? as 
the intersection of all ideals of @? containing p, or, equivalently, as the least ideal of 
%? containing p. 
We denote by 3’ the set of all ideals of %. The set % forms a semilattice under 
intersection. 
Now, we define an action of the inverse monoid T on g/, as follows: for all I E 9 and 
tE T, 
tl = {tp: p E I and tp is defined}. 
In the next two lemmas, we show that this correspondence defines an action of T on 
C!Y provided %’ is regular. Hence we can consider the A-semidirect product ~YY*, T of the 
semilattice PJ by the inverse semigroup T. 
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Lemma 5.1. Let T be an inverse monoid and ‘6 a regular T-quiver. Zf I E @Y and t E T 
then tl E @Y. 
Proof. Suppose that both 1 and tl are non-empty. Let p E I be such that tp is defined, 
i.e. tp E tl. Let q E Arr %’ and assume that q + tp is defined. Suppose that p E %‘(u, u) 
and qE%?(x,y). Then t-‘tu = u and tpEV(tu, tu). Now, y(tu)-’ E E(T) and q + tp 
starts in yu -‘t-lx. Thus tt-‘(yu-‘t-lx) = yu-‘t-‘.tt-‘x = yu-‘t-lx. This implies 
that t-‘(q + tp) is defined and q + tp = tt- ‘(q + tp). Let p’ E V(p). We have 
q + tp = q + tp + tp’ + tp = t(t_‘(q + tp)) + t(p’ + p) 
= t(t_ l(q + tp) + p’ + p) E tz, 
since p E I and I is an ideal of (6. 
Similarly, we prove that if tp + q is defined then it belongs to tl. Hence, tl is an 
ideal, as required. 0 
Lemma 5.2. Let T be an inverse monoid and 59 be a regular T-quiver. Let h, t E T and 
I K E OY Then 
’ (a) t(in K) = tl n tK, 
(b) (tu)l = t(uZ), 
(c) II = I. 
Proof. (a) Clearly t(Z n K) c tl n rK. Conversely, let p E I and q E: K be such that tp 
and tq exist and are equal. Then p = t- ‘(tp) = t- ’ (tq) = q. Thus tp E t(I n K). 
(b) Let p E I. It is easy to see that up and t(up) are defined if and only if (tu)p is 
defined and, in this case, they are equal. 
(c) This is obvious. 0 
Lemma 5.3. Let T be an inverse monoid and %’ a regular T-quiver. Let p E Arr V. Then 
Z(p) = {r -t p + s: r. s E Arr V and r + p and p + s are dejined}. 
Proof. Denote the above set on the right-hand side by M. 
Let r, s E Arr V? be such that r + p and p + s are defined. Then, by Lemma 2.1, the 
arrow r + p + s is defined and so r + p + s E I(p). Hence M E I(p). 
In order to verify the reverse inclusion, we prove that p E M and M is an ideal. Since 
p = p + p’ + p, for any p’ E V(p), it follows that p E M. Now, let r + p + s E M, with 
r + p and p + s defined. Let s1 E Arr GF? be such that (r + p + s) + s1 is defined. Let 
q E V(r + p). By Lemma 2.1, we have 
(r + p + s) + s1 = (r + p + q + r + p + s) + s1 
= (r + p) + (q + (r + p + s) + sl) 
EM. 
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This shows that M is a right ideal. Similarly, we can prove that M is also a left ideal. So 
M is is an ideal, and therefore M = Z(p), as required. 0 
As a consequence of this lemma we obtain the following important property of 
regular T-quivers. 
Lemma 5.4 For any arrows p and q in a regular T-quiver, we have 
(P, q) E f if and only isI(p) = I(q). 
Consequently, the Green relation f is an equivalence relation on any regular 
T-quiver, 
Before proving the embedding of some semigroups S(g) into the ,I-semidirect 
product ?!Yyn* T, we need a couple of lemmas more. 
Lemma 5.5. Let T be an inverse monoid and 97 a regular T-quiver. Let t E T and 
p E Arr% be such that tp is dejined. Then tZ(p) = Z(tp). 
Proof. By Lemma 5.1, we know that tZ(p) is an ideal and it contains tp. Hence 
Z(tp) s tZ(p). 
Conversely, let r, s E Arr %? be such that r + p and p + s exist. Let p’ E V(p). Then 
t(r + p + s) = t(r + p + p’ + p + p’ + p + s) 
= t(r + p + p’) + tp + t(p’ + p + s) 
E Z(tp), 
as all these arrows are defined, by Lemma 2.3(b). Therefore, by Lemma 5.3, the 
inclusion Z(tp) 2 tZ(p) also holds, completing the proof. 0 
Lemma 5.6. Let T be an inverse monoid and V an idempotent, commutative, regular 
T-quiver. Let a, b E T and e,f E E(T). Zfp E @(a, e) and q E %Y(f, b), then Z(p)nZ(q) = 
Z(P + 4). 
Proof. Notice that, under the assumptions of the lemma, $9 is an inverse quiver, and so 
each arrow r has a unique inverse F. 
It is clear that Z(p + q) c Z(p)nZ(q). Conversely, let r E I(p)nl(q). Since Z(q) = Z(q), 
there exist arrows x, y, u, v such that x + p, p + y, u + q and 4 + v are defined, and 
r = x + p + y = u + q + v. Suppose that x E U(c, cl), y E %(d, d,), u E W(g, g,) and 
v E %(h, h,), for some objects c, cr, d, dI, g, gl, h and hI. Then 
clap’, edd’, g,b-‘, fh-’ E E(T). 
By Lemma 2.1, we have rEV(k, I), where k = c,a-‘edd’c =gIb-‘fhh’g and 
I= clamled-‘dI = g,b-‘fhh’hl. Next, notice that y + F is defined since 
dIIZ’ =d,(cIa-‘ed-‘d,))’ =dId;‘(cla-led-‘))’ EE(T). 
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Thus also y + r + r exists. 
At this point recall that ddP1 = d,d; ‘, since V(d, d,) # 0, and so 
dll- ’ = d,d, ‘deac;’ = deac, ’ = clap ‘ed- ‘. 
It is now a routine matter to verify that 
y + r+ rE%‘(cla-‘ed-‘,I). 
Let y, = y + r + r. Put i = clawled&‘. Then y, E %(i, 1) and i = ll- ‘, by Lemma 2.2. 
Observe that 
id = clap led-’ d = clap ‘ed-‘de = clam led- ’ = i 
and 
ie = c,a-‘ed- ‘e = i. 
Similarly, we can prove that 
21 + r + r E %?(glb-‘jK’, I) 
and by Lemma 2.2, it follows that 11- * = g,b- ‘f’h. Hence i = glb- ‘j/r. 
Put u. = u + r + r. Then u. E %?(i, 1). Hence there exists y, + Co, it is in Q’?(i, i), and 
G?? being idempotent, y. + Go is an idempotent. 
Next, as g(g,gl) # 8 we have gggl = glg;‘, and so kg-’ = glb-lfh-lgg-l = 
glb-‘jK1 = i. Thus r + u is defined, F + u + q is also defined and belongs to @(1, i). 
Let z = q + U + r. Then z E %‘(i, 1) and z + Z ~%?(i, i). Since %? is idempotent and 
commutative, y, + V0 + z + Z = z + 5 + y, + Co. Next observe that p + y,, 4 + u. 
are defined and 
r=x+p+yo=u+q+vo. 
Finally, we show that r E Z(p + q). We have 
r=r+~+r=(x+p+yo)+(~o+qfti)+r 
=x+p+yo+iTo+q+ii+r 
=x+p+yo+i$)+z+z+z 
=x+p+z+z+yo+~~+z 
=x+p+q+ii+r+~-l-yo+t70+z 
E I(P + 4). 
Thus, Z(p + q) = Z(p)nZ(q), as required. 0 
Now we prove the main theorem of this section. 
Theorem 5.7. Let T be un inverse monoid und (27 an idempotent, commutative, regular 
T-quiver. Then the inverse semigroup S(V) is embeddable into the A-semidirect product 
C?JTT, of the semilattice C!Y of all ideuls of V (under intersection) by the inverse monoid T. 
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Proof. Let us define the correspondence 
ICI : St%‘) - Y*,t T, (P, t) H V(P), t). 
We prove that $ is a monomorphism. Let (p, t) E S(g). Then p E %?(tt-‘, t) and 
tt- ‘p = p. Hence, by Lemma 5.5, we have tt -‘Z(p) = I(tt- ‘p) = I(p), and so 
(I(p), t) E CYST T. Thus $ is a mapping. 
To prove that $ is injective, let (p, t), (q, u) E S(V) be such that I(p) = I(q) and t = u. 
Then both p and q belong to %Y(tt- ‘, t) and are $-related. Thus, by Proposition 2.9, 
we have p = q. 
It remains to show that $ is a morphism. Let (p, t) and (q, u) E S(@). On the one 
hand, we have 
((PI t)(q, u))$ = (t(t_ lp + q)3 tu)+ 
= VW lP + 4)L t4 
= (tz(t - lp + q), tu) 
by Lemma 5.5. On the other, 
(P, t) ti (42 u) $ = (Z(P)? t)(Z(q), 4 
= (tuu ~‘tc’I(p)ntz(q), tu) 
= (t(uzck’Z(p)nZ(q)), tu) 
by Lemma 5.2. Hence we aim to prove that Z(tf ‘p + q) = uu- ‘t-‘Z(p)nZ(q). As 
q = UK ‘q, applying Lemmas 5.5, 5.2 and 5.6 we obtain 
uu-‘t-‘I(p)nl(q) = uu~‘t~‘z(p)nz(uu-‘q) 
= uu-‘(t-lZ(p)nZ(q)) 
= uu-‘(z(t-‘p + q)) 
= Z(uu-l(t-‘p + q)) 
= z(t-‘p + q), 
since t- ‘p + q = uu- ‘(t- ‘p + q). Therefore $ is a monomorphism, as required. 0 
By combining the last theorem with Theorem 4.7(b), we obtain Billhardt’s result 
PI. 
Corollary 5.8. Each inverse semigroup which is an idempotent pure extension by an 
inverse semigroup is embeddable into a A-semidirect product of a semilattice by an 
inverse semigroup. 
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Clearly, if E is a semilattice and T is an inverse semigroup acting on E, then the 
relation pT defined on E**T by 
(a, t)p,(b, u) if and only if t = u 
is an idempotent pure congruence on Ee2T, and T is isomorphic to (E*,T)/pr. 
Hence if U is an inverse subsemigroup of E*l T then the restriction of pT to U is an 
idempotent pure congruence on U. We may then state the following result. 
Corollary 5.9. An inverse semigroup is an idempotent pure extension by an inverse 
semigroup T if and only if it is, up to an isomorphism, an inverse subsemigroup of 
a il-semidirect product of a semilattice by T. 
6. L,-semigroups 
Generalising McAlister’s P-theorem for E-unitary inverse semigroups, inverse 
semigroups that are idempotent pure extensions by inverse semigroups were described 
by O’Carroll [7] as L,-semigroups. 
In this last section, we show how to obtain O’Carroll’s description by means of the 
quiver approach, thus extending Margolis and Pin’s results for E-unitary inverse 
semigroups, [4]. 
Let X be a partially ordered set and let Y be an order-ideal of X, i.e. Y is a subset in 
X such that if x E X, y E Y and x I y then x E Y. Suppose that Y is a subsemilattice of 
X, i.e. if a, b E Y then there exists their greatest lower bound a A b in X and a A b E Y. 
Let T be an inverse semigroup. We say that T acts partially on X, if a partial mapping 
T x X -+ X, (t, a) + ta, is defined such that, for all t, u E T and a, b E X, the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
ta = tb implies a = b; 
(tu)a = t(w), whenever both sides of this equality are defined; 
if a 5 b and tb is defined then tu is also defined and ta < tb; 
a < tb implies that there exists c E X such that a = tc. 
Moreover, if T is a monoid with identity 1 then la = a, for all a E X. 
We say that (T, X, Y) is an L-triple if it satisfies the properties that X = TY and 
tX # 8 for all t E T. Under these conditions, the set L(T, X, Y) = {(a, t) E 
Y x T: t-la E Y> with multiplication given by (a, t)(b, u) = (t(t-‘a A b), tu) is an in- 
verse semigroup, and pT defined by (a, t)yr(b, u) if and only if t = u is an idempotent 
pure congruence. 
An L-triple is said to be strict if T satisfies the extra property that for all a E Y, there 
exists e, E E(T) such that e, u is defined and, for allfe E(T) such thatfa is defined, we 
have e, If and, moreover, for a, b in Y, e, h h = e&b. 
Given a strict L-triple (T, X, Y), let 
L,(T, X, Y) = {(a, t) E L(T, X, Y): ttt ’ = e,). 
Then L,(T, X, Y) is a semigroup and it is called an L,-semigroup. 
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O’Carroll [7] proved that, up to isomorphism, any inverse semigroup that is an 
extension of Y by T is an L,-semigroup, for some strict L-triple (T, X, Y). Notice that 
O’Carroll [7] defined an L-triple by imposing conditions on the partial transforma- 
tions of X induced by the action of the elements of T. Our conditions are easily seen to 
be equivalent to his. Moreover, he did not explicitly introduced the notion of a strict 
L-triple and that of an L,-semigroup, but these notions naturally arise from his 
embedding theorem [7, Theorem 2.111. 
Here, we aim to prove this result by showing that, up to isomorphism, any inverse 
semigroup S(%?) associated to a weakly connected, idempotent, commutative, regular 
T-quiver, where T is an inverse monoid, is an L,-semigroup. 
In what follows, let T be an inverse semigroup and %? a weakly connected, 
idempotent, commutative, regular T ‘-quiver. 
Let X be the set of all y-classes in Arr %7, and denote by JP the $-class of an arrow p. 
We partially order X as follows: for all J, and Jg in X, JP s J, if and only if I(p) c Z(q). Let 
Y = {J, E X: p E W(e, e), for some e E E(T)}. 
Lemma 6.1. Y is an order-ideal and a subsemilattice of the partially ordered set X. In 
particular, ij”p E +?(e, e) and q E %?(f;f),f or some e, f E E(T) then JP A J4 exists in X, and 
JP A J, = Jpfq belongs to Y. 
Proof. Let JP E Y, with p E %‘(e, e) for some e E E(T). Suppose that J4 5 JP and 
q E %?(a, b), for some a, b E T. Then Z(q + @) = Z(q) G Z(p) and so q + 4 = r + p + s, 
for some r E %?(a,, b,) and s E %‘(az, b,) such that bIe, ea;’ E E(T). Now, 
q + q~%?(a, a) and by Lemma 2.1 we obtain a = b,e.ea;‘aI = blea;‘b2. Thus 
ah; ’ = blea;‘b2b;’ E E(T) and ab;‘az = b,ea;‘b,b;‘a, E E(T). Hence q + 4 + S 
is defined and belongs to %‘(-, ab; ‘a2). Let q,, = q + 4 + S: Then 
go + q. E @‘(aby ‘a2, ab; ‘a2) and so JqO E Y. Now, from q + 4 = r + p + s it follows 
that qO + s = q + 4. Hence J4 = J4+a = JqO E Y. 
To prove that Y is a subsemilattice of X, we verify the second statement of the 
lemma. By Lemma 5.6, we have Z(p + q) = Z(p)nZ(q). Thus JP+4 < JP and JP+4 5 J4. 
Also, JP+q E Y, since p + q E g(ef; ef). Suppose that J, E X is such that J, I JP and 
J, I J4. Then Z(r) c Z(p)nZ(q) = Z(p + q) and so J, I JP+4. Hence JP A J4 exists in X, 
and JP A J4 = JP+q E Y, as required. 0 
Define a partial mapping T x X -+ X in the following way: for all t E T and JP E X, 
let us define tJP if and only if tp is defined, and in this case, let tJP = J&. 
Lemma 6.2. The inverse monoid T acts partially on X. 
Proof. First notice that the action is well defined. Suppose that tp is defined and 
JP = J,. Then Z(p) = Z(q). By Lemmas 2.3(b), 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5, the arrow tq is defined 
and Z(tp) = Z(tq). Thus JfP = Jfq. 
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To prove that the partial action is injective, let tJP = tJ4, with tp and tq defined. 
Hence t-‘tp = p, t-‘tq = q and JfP = Jfq. Thus t-l& = t-‘J,, and therefore JP = J4. 
Next, we have (tu)J, = t(uJ,), for t, u E T, since (tu)p is defined if and only if up and 
r(q) are defined. 
Now, let J4 I JP and suppose that tp is defined. Hence q E I(p) and, by Lemmas 
2.3(b) and 5.3, tq is defined. By Lemma 5.5, we obtain I(tq) = O(q) c d(p) = I(tp) and 
so tJ4 = Jfq I Jfg = tJP. 
Finally, let J4 I tJP with tp defined. Then Z(q) G Z(tp). By Lemma 5.5, we obtain 
q E d(p) and so q = tr, for some r E I(p). Therefore J4 = tJ,. 
It is clear that lJ, = JP. Thus T acts on X as required. 0 
Lemma 6.3. The triple (T, X, Y) is u strict L-triple. 
Proof. To prove that X = TY, let p E %(a, b). Then p + p E W(a, a) and p + ji = 
a(a-‘(p + p)). Now, a-‘(p + p))~~k?(u--~a, &‘a), and so JP = JP+P =uJ,-lC,+Bj~ TY. 
To show that tX # fl, for all t E T, notice that V is weakly connected, and so 
V(t-‘, tt-‘) # 8. Let p G V(t-‘, tt’). Hence tp and tJP are defined. 
So far we have proved that (T, X, Y) is an L-triple. It remains to show that it is 
strict. Let JP E Y, with p E V(e, e), for some e E E(T). Then ep is defined and so is eJ,. 
Now, suppose that f E E(T) and fJ, is defined, i.e. fp is defined. Then fe = e and so 
e of: Hence e is the least idempotent in T such that eJ, is defined and we write eJp = e. 
By Lemma 6.1, if J4 E Y, with q E %'(,f,f) for some f e E(T), then JP A J4 = J,,+4 with 
P + 4 E gkf, ef ). Thus eJpeJ, = ef = eJP h J,. Therefore (T, X, Y) is a strict L-triple, as 
required. c] 
Lemma 6.4. The semilattice Y is isomorphic to the semilattice E(S(%?)). 
Proof. First recall that, by Lemma 3.3, 
E(S(W)) = {(p, e): e E E(T) and p E ‘e(e, e)}. 
Let 6: Y -+ E(S(%?)) be defined by J# = (p, e), where p E U(e, e). Suppose that 
r E %(f,f) with f e E(T), and JP = J,. Then fr is defined and so is fJ,. The triple 
(T, X, Y) is strict and, as proved in the previous lemma, e is the least idempotent such 
that eJ, is defined. Hence e <f: Similarly,f 5 e. Thus e =$ Therefore p, r E ??(e, e) and 
(p, r) E $. By Proposition 2.9, it follows that p = r. Hence 8 is well defined, and it is 
clearly a bijection. 
To show that B is a morphism, let p ~@(e, e) and q E W(f,f), with e,fE E(T). Then, 
by Lemma 6.1, we have JP A Jq = JPc4. On the other hand, p + q E %(ef, ef). Hence 
(Jp A J,)O = Jp+$ = (p + q, ef) and J$J,O = (p, e)(q,f) = (p + q, ef) are equal. 
Therefore 0 is an isomorphism. 0 
Remark. We have proved that if J E Y then there exists a unique e E E(T) and 
a unique p E %(e, e) such that J = JP. In fact, e is the least idempotent in E(T) such 
that eJ is defined. 
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Theorem 6.5. Let T be an inverse semigroup and let %? be a weakly connected, 
idempotent, commutative, regular T l-quiver. Then the semigroup S(V) is isomorphic to 
the L,-semigroup, built over the strict L-triple (T, X, Y), where X is the partially 
ordered set of all y-classes of %? and Y is a subsemilattice of X isomorphic to E(S(%?)). 
Proof. Let (T, X, Y) be the strict L-triple associated to the quiver ‘e, defined as before. 
Then we have 
L=L(T,X,Y)={(J,t)EYxT:t-‘JEY}. 
By the previous remark, the semigroup L, can be described as: 
L,(T,X, Y) = {(J,, t)E L: p~Gf(ttt~, tt-I)), 
with multiplication defined as follows: 
Let $ : S(V) + L, be defined by (p, t) -P (J,, t). We will prove that $ is an isomor- 
phism. 
Let (p, t) E S(F). Then p E %?(tt- ‘, t). Thus t- ‘p exists and so does t- ‘J_. Also, 
r-‘pE%(t-‘, t-‘t).Thust~lJ,=J,~I,=J,-l,+,-I,E Y,sincet-‘p+ t-‘pEW(t-‘t,t-‘t). 
On the other hand, JP = JP+p with p + pi %‘(tt-‘, tt ‘). Therefore (J,, t) E L,. 
Hence II/ is well defined. 
To prove that $ is injective, let (p, t), (4, u) E S(%‘) be such that JP = J, and t = u. 
Then (p, q) E 4 and p, q E W(tt-‘, t). By Proposition 2.9, we get p = q. 
Next, we show that ti is a morphism. Let (p, t) and (q, u) E S(V). Then 
((P, t)(q> u))$ = (t(t-‘p + q), tu)$ = (Jt(t-lp+qj, tu) = Wl,+,, t4 
and 
(P, t)$(q> 4$ = (J,, t)(J,, 4 = Ott- ‘Jp A Jq), t4 = W-lp A J,), W. 
It suffices to prove that &I~+~ = J,- lp A J4. Since (p, t), (q, u) E S(W), we have 
t-‘pEV(t,t-‘t) and qEV(tttl,t). Thus r = tf’p+ t-‘pE%?(t-‘t,t-‘t) and 
s=q+qE%?(tt--1, ttf ‘) where J, = 4-1~ and J, = J4. Lemma 6.1 implies that 
J,-I~A J4 = J, AJ, exists in X and coincides with Jr+s = $I~+~. Hence $ is a mor- 
phism. 
Finally we prove that $ is onto. Let (J,, t) EL, where t-‘Jp is in Y and 
p E %(tt l, tt-‘). Assume that Jt-lP = J,, for some r E %?(e, e) with e E E(T). Then 
I(t- ‘p) = I(r), and so, tr is defined by Lemmas 2.3(b) and 5.3. Now, we have 
4, = tJ, = t&ID = J,,. By Lemma 5.3, there exist x, y E Arr %? such that 
p=x+tr+y.Supposethatx~~(a,,b,)andy~~(a~,b~),witha~,a~,b~,b~~T. 
By Lemma 2.1, we have 
tt-’ = b,ett’.tea~‘+a, = blet-‘.teat1.b2, 
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with bletP’, tea;’ E E(T). Let pO = p + j + ti? Clearly we have p0 + tu + 4’ = p, 
whence JPO = JP. We will show that pO E %(tC ‘, t). For, if pO E %?(ttC’, t) then 
(pO, t) E S(V) and (pO, t)$ = (JPO, t) = (J,, t). Thus we obtain that I) is onto. 
By Lemma 2.1, we have pO E %‘(tt- ‘b, ‘u,et-‘tt-‘, tt-‘by ‘uzetP ‘te), with 
tt-lb;’ EE(T). It follows from rr 1 =h,er~‘~rea;‘~b, that tr-’ I blet-’ and 
tea;’ =a+-’ m E(T). Since the reverse inequalities are obvious, we infer that 
rtc l = b,et-’ = tea; ‘, and so rrc’ = tt ’ b2. The later inequality also implies that 
tr-’ - - ttP’b,b; ‘, and therefore rr -lb;’ = rr~lh,b;l = tt-‘. Since t-‘te = et-‘r, 
thus we see that pO E %(rr - ‘, t), as required. 0 
Combining Theorems 6.5, 4.7 and the remark after Theorem 4.7, we obtain 
O’Carroll’s theorem 171. 
Corollary 6.6. Every inverse semigroup which is an idempotent pure extension by an 
inverse semigroup T is, up to isomorphism, an L,-semigroup built over a strict L-triple 
CT, X, Y). 
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